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(54) SUBCARRIER DIVERSITY IN OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

(57) Disclosed herein is a method of transmitting a
data stream from a first location to a second location
through an optical network, as well as a corresponding
performance monitoring unit, a transmitting arrangement
and a receiving arrangement. The method comprises the
steps of transmitting said data stream from said first lo-
cation to said second location along a working path,
wherein said data stream is transmitted in the form of a
super channel comprising a number of n wavelengths
within a predefined reserved wavelength range, monitor-
ing the performance of the transmission based on the
super channel signal received at said second location,

and in case the performance is observed to drop below
a predetermined performance threshold, unburdening
the super channel from a part of said data stream while
maintaining the reserved wavelength range for said su-
per channel, by redirecting said part of the data stream
for transmittal along at least one restoration path con-
necting said first and second locations, and transmitting
the remainder of said data stream within the super chan-
nel on a number of wavelengths that is less than n, and/or
with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the
wavelengths in said super channel.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention is in the field of optical communication systems. In particular, the present invention relates
to a method of transmitting a datastream through an optical network using super channels, as well as a related perform-
ance monitoring unit, transmitting arrangement, and receiving arrangement.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The transmission of data in optical networks is inevitably exposed to failures that might affect the correct
transmission of the data between nodes of the optical network. Such failures may for example be due to transmission
fiber impairment, for example due to fiber aging or degradation, nonlinear fiber effects, optical equipment impairment,
such as filter drift, optical component aging or outage due to polarization related effects. Further sources of failure can
be due to the influence of external factors, such as weather conditions, seismic movements and the like, fiber repair or
other kind of maintenance work in the optical network, or negligent human operation. To cope with these types of failure,
rerouting strategies and mechanisms are used in the field of optical network management to ensure correct, or at least
acceptable, data transmission even when such failures occur. What level of transmission quality to consider acceptable
is usually defined in a service level agreement specifying a minimum throughput, transmission rate or transmission
quality to be guaranteed to a particular client. When a failure occurs, the compliance with a service level agreement is
typically ensured by rerouting all of the traffic being transmitted in an optical network between nodes affected by the
failure. Even if a failure causing degradation of transmission performance between two nodes of an optical network
rather than complete outage is detected, the affected data is rerouted to be transmitted over an alternative optical path
between said two nodes.
[0003] However, optical paths exclusively used as a backup, also referred to as protection paths in the art, typically
have worse optical characteristics than the working path used under normal working conditions. Consequently, the
alternative optical path available in a particular failure situation may not be able to allow transmitting all of the data
affected by the failure and hence lead to a violation of the service level agreement.
[0004] Moreover, in most cases it will be infeasible to provide "protection" for any path by having a dedicated restoration
path on reserve (also referred to as "1+1 protection" in the art), due to lack of available link resources and the operational
costs of associating a backup link for every connection. Instead of "protection", in most applications one would try to
dynamically find a "restoration path" by the time a deficiency or failure of the working path is observed. However, finding
a suitable restoration path will take some time (also referred to as "switch over time" in the art), and until the restoration
path is found and established, a significant amount of traffic will be delayed or even lost. Moreover, in many cases the
restored path will have conditions completely different from the working path, and it may turn out that the restored path
does not allow to make up for the full traffic of the previous working path. Finally, in some cases it will turn out that no
suitable restoration part can be found, such that further intervention may become necessary to reduce the throughput.
[0005] Further, besides a minimum level of transmission security and transmission quality, the market increasingly
calls for higher transmission rates in order to satisfy the demands for more transmission capacity in optical communication
systems. One way to increase the spectral efficiency is based on so-called "super channels". In a super channel, a
number of sub-channels or "carriers" having spectrally disjunctive wavelengths are packed in a fixed band width and
are treated as a single channel in the network. This means that carriers constituting the super channel need not be
individually guided by means of filters or the like upon traversing the network, and that consequently the individual
channels of the super channel can be more densely spaced as compared to individually switched ordinary wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) channels, so that more information can be transmitted per band width as compared to
ordinary WDM channels. This is schematically shown in Fig. 1, where a super channel with four sub-channels or carriers
represented by wavelengths λ1 to λ4 is shown. The super channel is defined by a certain reserved wavelength range
having a width L. As is seen in Fig. 1, the reserved wavelength range provides for some margin to the left of the shortest
wavelength λ1 and to the right of the longest wavelength λ4, which is also referred to as a guard band in the art. The
guard band is necessary to prevent to the extent possible that the outermost carriers at λ1 and λ4, the so-called "edge
carriers", are affected by the filters passed under way, which filters will in practice not be perfectly steep and not perfectly
tuned. However, since all four carriers λ1 to λ4 are routed through the network as part of the same super channel, no
guard bands between the individual carriers are necessary, such that the individual carriers can be closely spaced as
indicated in Fig. 1.
[0006] The combination of high demands with regard to both, quality and safety of transmission as well as transmission
rate call for new solutions regarding the management and protection of optical traffic.
[0007] Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) stands for increasing the capacity of optical communication systems
by transmitting data via several modulated lightwaves simultaneously over a single optical fiber at different wavelengths
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or frequencies. Thanks to the different wavelengths, the lightwaves can be separated after transmission. In optical
communications, electromagnetic waves propagating within an optical waveguide such as an optical fiber are commonly
characterized by their wavelength, or more precisely by the wavelength they would have under vacuum. The real wave-
length in the transmission medium is typically by a factor of around 1.5 smaller. In contrast, electromagnetic waves are
characterized by their frequency in radio communications. Astonishingly, the separation of the different lightwaves is
almost exclusively indicated in terms of frequency. Typically, but not always, the spacing between two neighboring
channels is constant in terms of frequency.
[0008] However, the terms frequency and wavelength can be used exchangeably in the following considerations since
they are tightly linked to each other. In fact, the product of frequency f and wavelength λ is constant, and it is equal to
the velocity of light in vacuum c0. Thus, a wavelength spacing |Δλ| is linked to the corresponding frequency spacing |Δf| by 

[0009] Thus, a constant spacing in the frequency domain will result in a slightly varying spacing in the wavelength
domain. However, when considerating the so-called conventional band (C-band) predominantly used nowadays for data
communication, the variation amounts to around 2% and will not be visible in the following drawings.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The problem underlying the invention is to optimise the transmission of a data stream from a first location to a
second location through an optical network, wherein said data stream is transmitted in the form of a super channel. This
problem is solved by a method according to claim 1, a performance monitoring unit according to claim 9, a transmitting
arrangement according to claim 12, and a receiving arrangement according to claim 15. Preferred embodiments of the
invention are defined in the dependent claims.
[0011] The invention relates to a method of transmitting a data stream from a first location to a second location through
an optical network. The method comprises a step of transmitting said data stream from said first location to said second
location along a working path established in said optical network, wherein said data stream is transmitted in the form of
a super channel comprising a number of n wavelengths within a predefined reserved wavelength range. Herein, a "data
stream" refers to any kind of information traffic that may be encoded in an optical signal. In particular, a "data stream"
in the sense of the present invention should not be understood to be limited to concrete pieces of information, but rather
to an amount of data or information to be continuously transmitted per unit time. The term "continuously" does not exclude
the data stream from being transmitted in bursts.
[0012] An "optical network" refers herein to a plurality of optical nodes interconnected by optical links. Information may
be transmitted between terminal nodes in the form of optical signals propagating along paths connecting said terminal
nodes via any number of intermediate nodes and links between each pair of nodes. The first and second locations
referred to above may correspond to any kind of element of an optical network placed at an optical node of said optical
network. A "super channel" refers herein to a bundle of channels or carriers constituting a multi-wavelength signal which
is brought into service and treated by the optical network like a single channel.
[0013] The "working path" refers herein to an optical path connecting the first location and the second location with
each other. The working path is the optical path along which the data stream is transmitted under normal working
conditions of the optical network.
[0014] The method further comprises a step of monitoring the performance of the transmission based on the super
channel signal received at said second location, and in case the performance is observed to drop below a predetermined
performance threshold, unburdening the super channel from a part of said data stream while maintaining the reserved
wavelength range for said super channel by redirecting said part of the data stream for transmittal along a restoration
path connecting said first and second locations, said restoration path being different from said working path, and trans-
mitting the remainder of said data stream within the super channel on a number of wavelengths that is less than n, and/or
with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the wavelengths in said super channel.
[0015] In other words, according to the invention, in case it is observed that the performance of the super channel
transmitted along the working path is insufficient, this working path is not abandoned in favor of an alternative path, but
the super channel is only "unburdened" to some extent, to thereby improve the transmission performance. Preferably,
the working path and the alternative path lead across geographically disjunct routes. Herein, the unburdening of the
super channel comprises redirecting a part of the data stream to be transmitted along the restoration path, which is an
alternative optical path connecting the first and second locations to each other than the working path. The remainder of
the data stream is still transmitted along the working path within the original super channel, but since the amount of data
to be transmitted in the super channel along the working path has decreased, it becomes e.g. possible to transmit the
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remainder of the data on a number of wavelengths that is less than n, while remaining within the original predefined
reserved wavelength range that characterises the super channel. A reduction of the number of wavelengths transmitted
within the super channel over the working path leads to reduced interference caused by nonlinear fiber effects. Further-
more, it allows for an increased wavelength separation between the individual carriers, which can result in the suppression
of interference effects, e.g. crosstalk due to imperfect filtering, between the individual carriers and hence in an improve-
ment of the performance of the transmission of said remainder of the data stream.
[0016] Also, instead of or in addition to increasing the wavelength separation of the individual carriers, it is also possible
to increase one or both of the guard bands of the super channel, i.e. the spectral distance between the outer carriers
(i.e. the carriers with the highest and lowest wavelength, respectively, within the super channel) and the spectral boundary
of the super channel. This way, performance loss due to filter drifts can be reduced.
[0017] In addition or alternatively, the remainder of said data stream that continues to be transmitted in the super
channel over the working path may be transmitted with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the wavelengths
in the super channel. Herein, the "reduced transmission rate" can mean that the symbol rate is decreased, or that the
order of the modulation format is lowered, in the sense that the number of constellation points per symbol is decreased.
Both of these measures make it easier to maintain a desired transmission performance in spite of fiber or equipment
impairments of the type described above.
[0018] Note that in case the performance of transmission along a working path is found to be not adequate, in con-
ventional methods one would have rerouted the complete datastream along an alternative path, such as a protection
path reserved in advance or an alternative path established by the time the performance failure is detected. In contrast
to this, the method of the invention follows a different approach: In case of performance failure in the transmission via
the super channel on the working path, the super channel as such, i.e. the reserved wavelength range that is routed as
a whole along said working path, is maintained, but the super channel is only unburdened from part of the datastream
in the manner described above, which will allow to obtain the desired performance on the working path again. This way,
the working path can still be maximally exploited, and only a fraction of the datastream originally transmitted on the
working path needs to be transmitted on a restoration path, which makes it more affordable to reserve such restoration
part in advance, or less demanding to allocate such restoration path when it is needed. Moreover, this allows to dynamically
adjust the payload on the working path and restoration path to fine-tune the traffic to maximally exploit the available
resources while still ensuring proper performance of the transmission.
[0019] In a preferred embodiment, said part of the redirected data stream is chosen such that the performance of the
transmission of the remainder of said data stream within the super channel exceeds said predetermined performance
threshold. This way it is ensured that the whole data stream is transmitted between the first and the second location
with a desired transmission quality reflected by the predetermined performance threshold.
[0020] According to preferred embodiments of the invention, the method further comprises a step of additionally
monitoring the performance of the transmission of the redirected part of the data stream via said restoration path, and
dynamically adjusting the share of the redirected data stream and of the remainder of the data stream based on the two
monitored performances. Thereby it is possible to adapt the amount of data transmitted through the working path and/or
through the restoration path in real time, i.e. according to current transmission and working conditions of the optical
network, and to at any time obtain an optimum compromise between the performance on the working path and restoration
path. Herein, an optimum compromise could correspond to the same performance level on both paths, but depending
on the service level agreement, which may assign different priorities to respective parts of the data contained in said
datastream, it may be preferred to have better performance on the working path at the expense of a slightly worse
performance on the restoration path. In both cases, however, it is advantageous to monitor the performance of trans-
mission on both paths such as to make an educated choice.
[0021] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said redirected part of the data stream is transmitted along said
restoration path with a reduced transmission rate per wavelength as compared to the transmission rate of the working
path. As mentioned before, a reduced transmission rate for a given wavelength can be due to a reduced symbol rate,
a lower order modulation format, or both, and each of this will make it easier to obtain a desired transmission performance.
The decreased transmission rate per wavelength can be compensated by increasing the total number of sub-channels
used on both, the working path and the restoration path as compared to the original number of wavelength or carriers
in the super channel, as will become more apparent from the specification below.
[0022] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the remainder of the datastream is transmitted within the super
channel on the working path on a subset of the original n wavelengths, wherein in said subset,

• one or both of the largest and smallest among the n original wavelengths is missing, and/or

• wavelengths are missing which were mutually non-adjacent in the original set of n wavelengths.

[0023] Note that the largest and smallest wavelengths among the n original wavelengths are the edge carriers within
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the super channel, i.e. those that are most prone to be affected by filter drifts, and hence the most likely to lead to reduced
performance. Accordingly, by dispensing with these wavelengths in the super channel on the working path, the perform-
ance will typically be improved. Further, by reducing mutually non-adjacent wavelengths from the original n wavelengths
in the super channel, the spectral distance between the remaining wavelengths is increased, which leads to a decrease
of interference between these wavelengths due to nonlinear effects. This way too, the performance can be successfully
improved. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said redirected part of the data stream is transmitted along said
restoration path in the form of a super channel as well.
[0024] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said performance is monitored by analyzing one or more performance
indicators, wherein said performance indicators preferably comprise one or more of high error rate contributors (HERC),
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), power spectral density (PSD), pre-forward-error-correction (FEC) bit error rate, post-FEC
bit error rate, rate of corrected symbols, peak-to-average ratio, and error vector magnitude (EVM).
[0025] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, said predetermined performance threshold is chosen
according to a service level agreement. A "service level agreement" refers herein to a predetermined stipulation or
instruction regarding the quality of transmission provided to a particular optical network client or user. In a preferred
embodiment of the invention, said data stream is a predefined amount of data traffic under a service level agreement.
[0026] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, said redirecting of said part of said data stream is carried
out by using wavelength selective switches (WSSes).
[0027] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, said redirecting of said part of said data stream is carried
out by means of a cyclic filter in combination with a suitable control of the transmitted wavelengths.
[0028] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises a step of buffering one of said
redirected part of the data stream and said remainder of the data stream, such as to compensate for a difference in
optical path lengths of said working path and said restoration path. The step of buffering provides a way of re-synchronising
the different parts of the data stream in order to reconstruct the original data stream.
[0029] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said step of reducing the transmission rate for a given wavelength
in said super channel comprises changing the modulation format and/or the symbol rate of the corresponding optical
signal.
[0030] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises a step of establishing said
restoration path in response to the monitored performance being observed to approach said predetermined performance
threshold. In other words, according to this embodiment, the performance is monitored with time, and if it is observed
that the predetermined performance threshold may be reached in the near future, the restoration path is established.
Herein, "observed to approach" may relate to any suitable way of extrapolating the monitored performance such as to
detect a certain likelihood that the performance falls below the predetermined threshold within a certain future timeframe,
meaning that the redirection of part of the data stream along a suitable restoration path is likely to become expedient
within this timeframe. This leaves sufficient time for establishing the restoration path before it is actually needed, while
avoiding to reserve the restoration path unnecessarily long in advance.
[0031] A further aspect of the invention relates to a performance monitoring unit for monitoring and controlling the
transmission of a data stream in the form of a super channel from a first location to a second location through an optical
network, wherein the super channel comprises a number of n wavelengths within a predefined reserved wavelength
range. The performance monitoring unit is configured for:

monitoring the performance of a transmission of the data stream from said first location to said second location
along a working path established in said optical network based on the super channel signal received at said second
location; and
in case the performance is observed to drop below a predetermined performance threshold, unburdening the super
channel from a part of said data stream while maintaining the reserved wavelength range for said super channel,
by controlling components within said optical network for:

- redirecting said part of the data stream for transmittal along a at least one restoration path connecting said first
and second locations, said at least one restoration path being different from said working path, and

- transmitting the remainder of said data stream within the super channel on a number of wavelengths that is
less than n, and/or with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the wavelengths in said super channel.

[0032] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the performance monitoring unit is further configured for controlling
components within said optical network for redirecting said part of the redirected data stream such that the performance
of the transmission of the remainder of said data stream within the super channel exceeds said predetermined threshold.
[0033] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the performance monitoring unit is further configured
for additionally monitoring the performance of the transmission of the redirected part of the data stream via said restoration
path, and for controlling components within said optical network for dynamically adjusting the share of the redirected
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data stream and of the remainder of the data stream based on the two monitored performances.
[0034] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the performance monitoring unit is further configured for controlling
components within said optical network for transmitting said redirected part of the data stream along said restoration
path with a reduced transmission rate per wavelength as compared to the transmission rate of the working path.
[0035] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the performance monitoring unit is further configured
for controlling components within said optical network for transmitting said redirected part of the data stream along said
restoration path in the form of a super channel as well.
[0036] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the performance monitoring unit is further configured for monitoring
the performance by analyzing one or more performance indicators, wherein said performance indicators preferably
comprise one or more of high error rate contributors (HERC), signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), power spectral density (PSD),
pre-forward-error-correction (FEC) bit error rate, post-FEC bit error rate, rate of corrected symbols, peak-to-average
ratio, and error vector magnitude (EVM).
[0037] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the performance monitoring unit is further configured
for establishing said restoration path in response to the performance being observed to approach said predetermined
performance threshold.
[0038] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the performance monitoring unit is further configured for calculating
a prediction for the performance or one or more performance indicators expected at a future time, distant from a present
time by at least the time required to detect a change in the one or more performance indicators and to carry out said
step of unburdening the super channel. For example, the performance monitoring unit can constantly monitor the per-
formance and extrapolate the performance such as to make a prediction for the performance at said future time. The
prediction shall be far enough into the future that by the time the predicted performance drops below said predetermined
performance threshold, there is still sufficient time for the communication and reconfiguration needed for redirecting the
part of the data stream for transmittal along the restoration path and reconfiguring the transmittal of the remainder of
the data stream within the super channel on the working path in the way described above.
[0039] A further aspect of the invention relates to a transmitting arrangement for transmitting a data stream in the form
of a super channel from a first location to a second location through an optical network along a working path, and
optionally along a restoration path, wherein the working path and the restoration path connect said first and second
locations, the restoration path being different from the working path, wherein the super channel comprises a number of
n wavelengths within a predefined reserved wavelength range.
[0040] The transmitting arrangement of the invention comprises at least n light sources configured to emit the n
wavelengths constituting the carriers of said super channel. The transmitting arrangement further comprises one or more
modulators for modulating said carriers with data such as to generate optical data signals; and a redirecting device. The
redirecting device is configured for selectively redirecting part of said optical data signal for transmittal along the restoration
path, and for transmitting the remainder of the optical data signal along the working path. The transmitting arrangement
is further configured for transmitting the remainder of said data stream within the super channel on a number of wave-
lengths that is less than n, and/or with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the wavelengths in said super
channel.
[0041] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the redirecting device comprises a cyclic filter. The cyclic
filter preferably comprises a number N of inputs greater than or equal to the number n of wavelengths in the super
channel, and at least two outputs, and is configured for directing an optical signal entering one of the inputs to one of
the outputs according to the wavelength of the optical signal. By appropriately connecting the light sources to the optical
network through the cyclic filter, the individual channels of the super channel may be redirected along the restoration
path or transmitted along the working path according to their wavelength. Hence the functionality of a cyclic filter allows
implementing the method of the invention in a simple and cost-effective way and with a minimum number of required
connection ports. The cyclic filter, the n light sources, and/or the modulator may be comprised in an integrated device,
such as on a transponder card.
[0042] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the redirecting device comprises a wavelength selective
switch (WSS). Preferably, the wavelength selective switch comprises a number N of inputs greater than or equal to the
number n of wavelengths in the super channel, and at least two outputs, one of which being connected to the working
path and the other directed to the restoration path. The WSS is configured for selectively directing an optical signal at
one of its inputs to a selected one of its outputs, based on the wavelength of the signal, such that said optical signal can
be redirected along the restoration path or transmitted along the working path according to its wavelength. The wavelength
selective switch, the n light sources, and/or the modulator may be comprised in an integrated device, such as on a
transponder card.
[0043] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, each of the at least n light sources can emit light at each of the n
wavelengths of the super channel. As will become more apparent from an exemplary embodiment described below, this
way the redirection of part of the datastream can be easily effected by appropriate wavelength control of the light sources.
[0044] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the transmitting arrangement further comprises one or
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more additional light sources, wherein each additional light source can emit light at each of the n wavelengths of the
super channel. The one or more additional light sources are "additional" in the sense that they are not used for transmitting
the data stream under normal operating conditions, i.e. in the absence of disturbances causing the performance to drop
below the predetermined performance threshold. Hence the transmitter comprises a number of light sources greater
than the number n of wavelengths of the super channel. This allows reducing the transmission rate of some of the
individual carriers, in particular the edge carriers, while still transmitting the data stream as a whole with the same data rate.
[0045] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the predefined reserved wavelength range has a width of between
0.8 nanometers and 5.0 nanometers, preferably between 0.8 nanometers and 3.2 nanometers.
[0046] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the n channels are spaced apart by a frequency difference
between 20 GHz and 100 GHz, preferably between 30 GHz and 50 GHz.
[0047] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, each of the n wavelengths carry the data stream with a transmission
rate between 40 Gbit/s and 1 Tbit/s, preferably between 100 Gbit/s and 500 Gbit/s.
[0048] A further aspect of the invention relates to a receiving arrangement configured for receiving a data stream from
a transmitting arrangement of one of the embodiments described above. The receiving arrangement is configured to
selectively receive

• a datastream, from said transmitting arrangement, in the form of a super channel comprising a number of n wave-
lengths within a predefined reserved wavelength range via a working path, or

• a redirected part of said data stream via at least one restoration path, and the remainder of said data stream within
the super channel via said working path, said remainder of said data stream being transmitted on a number of
wavelengths that is less than n and/or with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the wavelengths in said
super channel,

wherein the receiving arrangement further comprises at least one buffer configured for buffering said redirected part of
said data stream and said remainder of said data stream, such as to compensate for a difference in optical path lengths
of said working path and said restoration path.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0049]

Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of a super channel.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of an optical network in which a working path and a restoration path are
established.

Fig. 3 shows a redirection of individual carriers of a super channel according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 4 shows a redirection of individual carriers of a super channel and change of transmission rate according to an
embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 5 shows various examples of a redistribution of the carriers of a super channel according to an embodiments
of the invention.

Fig. 6 shows a transponder for use in the present invention.

Fig. 7 shows an optical network according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 8 shows a performance-time diagram for an edge carrier and an inner carrier of a super-channel and a per-
formance extrapolation based thereon.

Fig. 9 shows an optical network comprising a performance monitoring unit according to an embodiment of the
invention.

Fig. 10 shows an optical network comprising a performance monitoring unit according to an embodiment of the
invention.
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DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0050] For the purposes of promoting an understanding of the principles of the invention, reference will now be made
to a preferred embodiment illustrated in the drawings, and specific language will be used to describe the same. It will
nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the scope of the invention is thereby intended, such alterations and
further modifications in the illustrated apparatus and such further applications of the principles of the invention as illustrated
therein being contemplated as would normally occur now or in the future to one skilled in the art to which the invention
relates.
[0051] Fig. 2 schematically shows an optical network comprising six nodes 1 to 6 connected by optical links. According
to an embodiment of the method of the invention, a data stream is transmitted from a first location at node 1 to a second
location at node 6 along a working path via node 2, wherein the data stream is transmitted in the form of a super channel
like that shown in Fig. 1. The performance of the transmission of the data stream between node 1 and node 6 is monitored
based on the super channel signal received at node 6. In the case shown, there is some performance degradation along
the working path between node 1 and node 6 (more precisely between node 1 and intermediate node 2) which leads
said performance to drop below a predetermined performance threshold.
[0052] When this happens, the super channel is unburdened from a part of the data stream while maintaining the
reserved wavelength range (i.e. the wavelength range L shown in Fig. 1) for said super channel, by redirecting a part
of the data stream for transmittal along a restoration path connecting node 1 and node 6 via nodes 4 and 5. The remainder
of the data stream continues to be transmitted along the working path between node 1 and node 6 via node 2 within the
super channel. However, since now only a fraction of the original data stream (the "remainder" as referred to herein)
needs to be transmitted via the super channel, this remainder can be transmitted on a number of wavelengths that is
less than the number of wavelengths originally comprised in the super channel. In other words, depending on the fraction
of the data stream or traffic redirected along the restoration path, the remainder can for example be transmitted on two
or three wavelengths within the super channel only. Thus, performance is already improved thanks to reduced nonlinear
interaction. Since this furthermore allows to increase the size of the guard bands and/or the spectral distance between
neighboring carriers, this may lead to an additional improvement of the performance of the transmission along the working
path. In addition or alternatively, the reduced payload on the working path would also allow for reducing the transmission
rate for at least some of the wavelengths in the super channel, which likewise allows for improving the transmission
performance.
[0053] Note that conventionally, detecting insufficient transmission performance would have typically caused a network
management system to redirect the entire data stream along a restoration path or, if present, a protection path. According
to the present invention, however, the super channel as such is maintained on the working path, but it is only "unburdened"
from some of its traffic to thereby facilitate maintaining the required performance on the super channel. This removal of
traffic from the super channel can be carried out dynamically and precisely to the extent that the desired performance
is reached, thereby exploiting the current physical capability of the working path as much as possible, i.e. with optimum
efficiency. Also, since the super channel is maintained, no reconfiguration of the working path is required.
[0054] The restoration channel can be calculated in advance, or can be calculated when the monitoring of the per-
formance of the transmission based on the super channel along the working path indicates that due to gradual degradation
or the like, the performance is expected to drop below a predetermined performance threshold in the near future. Since
the restoration channel only needs to transmit a fraction of the original data stream, it is comparatively easy to find a
suitable restoration path with sufficient resources for the redirected part of the data stream.
[0055] Importantly, the share of the redirected datastream and the remainder of the data stream can be dynamically
adjusted, to give an optimum overall result. For this purpose, in preferred embodiments of the invention, the performance
of both, the transmission of the redirected part and of the remainder of the data stream received along the restoration
and working paths, respectively, is monitored, and the shares of these parts are adjusted based on the two monitored
performances. This would in particular allow for increasing the traffic on the working path again, if the working path has
recovered from transient complications or due to maintenance work.
[0056] Note further that according to the wording used herein, every data stream currently transmitted on the working
path can be regarded as the "original data stream", i.e. irrespectively of whether an even larger data stream has previously
been transmitted on the working path. This is because the redirection of part of the current data stream is a dynamical
process, but at any point in time, there is a possibility to redirect part of the current data stream transmitted along the
working path in the form of said super channel.
[0057] With reference to Fig. 3, an embodiment of the method and apparatus of the invention is described. Fig. 3
shows a transmitting arrangement 10, comprising first to fourth light sources 12a to 12d and a redirecting device 14
which in the embodiment shown is formed by a cyclic filter. The cyclic filter 14 has on its left side first to fourth input
ports, which are connected with the first to fourth light sources 12a to 12d, respectively. The cyclic filter 14 further has
on its right side first to fourth output ports, of which the first output port is connected with a working path 16 and the
fourth output port is connected with a restoration path 18. The second and third output ports of the cyclic filter 14 are
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not occupied and hence not shown in the Figure. However, the protection path could also be connected to any of these
ports. Furthermore, unused ports might be termined inside of housing of the cyclic filter and thus might not be visible
from outside.
[0058] Further shown in Fig. 3 is a receiving arrangement 20 which includes first to fourth receiving units 22a to 22d
and a redirecting device, which is formed by a further cyclic filter 24. The cyclic filter 24 has four input ports on its left
side, of which the first is connected with the working path 16 and the fourth is connected with the restoration path 18,
while the second and third input ports are not occupied. On its right side, the cyclic filter 24 has first to fourth output ports
connected to the first to fourth receiver units 22a to 22d, respectively.
[0059] Shown in the table below is the connectivity of the cyclic filters 14, 16 depending on the wavelength.

[0060] In the situation of normal operation, shown in the upper half of Fig. 3, the first to fourth light sources 12a to 12d
emit wavelengths λ1 to λ4, respectively, which according to the connectivity table above means that all four wavelengths
are sent via the first output port to the working path 16, where they form the super channel. At the receiving arrangement
20, the performance of the super channel transmission is monitored. In particular, the monitoring comprises analyzing
one or more performance indicators, such as high error rate contributors (HERC), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), power
spectral density (PSD), pre-forward-error-correction (FEC) bit error rate, post-FEC bit error rate, rate of corrected symbols,
peak-to-average ratio, and error vector magnitude (EVM). When it is determined that the performance as indicated by
the performance indicator drops below a predetermined performance threshold, the transmitting arrangement 10 is
controlled by a performance monitoring unit (not shown) to change the wavelength of the second light source 12b from
λ2 to λ1 and the wavelength of the fourth light source 12d from λ4 to λ3. Consequently, the carriers generated by the
second and fourth light sources 12b and 12d, respectively, are redirected to the fourth output port of the cyclic filter 14,
and hence transmitted via the restoration path 18, as shown in the lower half of Fig. 3.
[0061] At the receiving arrangement 20, the cyclic filter 24 redirects the light received at its fourth input port from the
second and fourth light sources 12b and 12d, to the second and fourth receiving units 22b, 22d, respectively, as before.
Accordingly, from the receiving arrangement’s point of view, nothing has changed, except that the second and third
receiving units 22b, 22d receive different wavelengths. Note in this regard that the cyclic filter 14, 24 is symmetrical or
reciprocal with regard to the input and output ports, or in other words, that the table above is mirror symmetric with regard
to its diagonal.
[0062] As is seen from the above embodiment, by using cyclic filters 14, 24, the redirection of individual carriers of
the super channel can be carried out simply by a suitable control of the wavelengths at the transmitting arrangement
10. For this purpose, the light sources 12a to 12d must be wavelength adjustable, in the sense that every light source
12a to 12d has to be capable of producing light with the wavelength of each of the carriers of the super channel.
[0063] Since the super channel now only includes two carriers instead of four, the spectral distance between the two
remaining wavelengths (λ1 and λ3) has been increased, thereby reducing performance losses due to nonlinear effects
occurring when the carriers are located spectrally closely together. Moreover, the super channel no longer has to carry
the edge wavelength λ4, which is likely to suffer from filtering effects upon passing the filters (not shown) provided on
the working path 16. Accordingly, it can be expected that the performance of the received super channel is increased
to above the predetermined performance threshold.
[0064] Fig. 4 discloses a further embodiment, which is similar to that of Fig. 3, except that the transmitting arrangement
10 comprises an additional fifth light source 12e connected to a fifth input port of the redirecting device 14 and the
receiving arrangement 20 comprises a fifth receiver unit 22e connected to a fifth output port of the redirecting device
24. The connectivity of the redirecting devices 14 and 24 is shown in the table below.

Output port 1 Output port 2 Output port 3 Output port 4

Input port 1 λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4

Input port 2 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ1

Input port 3 λ3 λ4 λ1 λ2

Input port 4 λ4 λ1 λ2 λ3

Output port 1 Output port 2 Output port 3 Output port 4 Output port 5

Input port 1 λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5

Input port 2 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ1

Input port 3 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ1 λ2
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[0065] Under normal operation, the situation is the same as in Fig. 3, i.e. optical signals generated by the first to fourth
light sources 12a to 12d are jointly transmitted as a super channel on the working path 16, where in this embodiment
each wavelength carries data at a data rate of 100 Gbit/s. The total data stream is therefor transmitted at a rate of 400
Gbit/s. When the performance of the received super channel decreases below the predetermined performance threshold,
in this embodiment the wavelengths of the first to third light sources 12a to 12c remain unchanged, and hence continue
to be part of the super channel. However, the transmission rate of the lowest wavelength λ1, i.e. the edge channel that
is particularly prone to performance loss, is reduced from 100 Gbit/s to 50 Gbit/s only. This can e.g. be achieved by
changing the modulation format to a modulation format with less constellation points per symbol, or decreasing the
symbol rate of the optical signal at wavelength λ1. Although not shown in the figures for simplicity, the skilled person will
appreciate that the transmitting arrangement 10 further comprises suitable modulators that allow for adjusting the mod-
ulation format and the symbol rate.
[0066] In addition, the wavelength of the fourth light source 12d is changed to λ3 such that it is directed to the restoration
path 18. Since the first wavelength λ1 only carries data at a data rate of 50 Gbit/s, to account for the full data stream
with a rate of 400 Gbit/s, another 50 Gbit/s are missing. These missing 50 Gbit/s are provided by the fifth light source
12e (and corresponding modulator, not shown) and are transmitted via the restoration path 18 as well. In this case too,
the super channel on the working path is maintained, but it is unburdened from its one wavelength λ4. Moreover, while
the other edge wavelength λ1 is still present, the super channel is unburdened with regard to this wavelength as well
due to the reduced transmission rate. Accordingly, it is expected that the performance of the transmission of the remaining
part of the datastream in the super channel is increased.
[0067] Fig. 5 schematically shows favorable transmission rate and wavelength assignments during normal operation
and when part of the datastream is redirected for transmittal along the restoration path 18. In Fig. 5, if a carrier of the
super channel is shown to be narrow, this shall mean that this wavelength is utilized at a reduced transmission rate.
[0068] The diagram on the top left shows for comparison the complete rerouting of the four carrier super channel from
the working path to a protection path, which would resemble the ordinary practice known from prior art. The diagram on
the top right shows a situation where the first and third carriers in wavelength ascending order remain on the super
channel on the working path, while the second and fourth carriers are redirected to the restoration path. This way, the
spectral distance between the carriers remaining in the super channel is increased, thereby decreasing performance
losses due to nonlinear interference occurring for optical signals that are spectrally close to each other. This is an example
of the general concept stated in the summary of the invention that the remainder of the data stream is transmitted within
the super channel on the working path on a subset of the original n wavelengths, wherein in the subset wavelengths
are missing which were mutually non-adjacent in the original set of n wavelengths. In other words, the remaining carriers
and the carriers to be redirected are interleaved with each other.
[0069] The diagram on the bottom left shows a situation, where the data rate of one of the edge carriers (in the
embodiment shown λ1) is reduced, indicated by a narrow representation of the carrier in the spectrum, while the missing
data rate is compensated for by transmission on the restoration path using an additional light source such as light source
12e shown in Fig. 4. The example on the bottom right shows a combination of the two previous scenarios.
[0070] While in Fig. 3 and 4 separate transmitting and receiving arrangements 10, 20 are shown, in various embodi-
ments the invention will employ transponders, such as a super channel transponder as shown under reference sign 28
in Fig. 6. In the schematic representation of the transponder 28, the boundary between optical signals and electrical
signals is indicated which runs right through the light sources 12a to 12d and receiver units 22a to 22d. Further shown
in Fig. 6 is an optical demultiplexer 30, an optical multiplexer 32, an electrical multiplexer 34 and an electrical demultiplexer
36. The transponder 28 comprises buffers 38 for compensating for a difference in optical path lengths between the
working path 16 and the restoration path 18. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 6, each buffer 38 has a size of 12.5 Mbit.
Assuming that a carrier originally transmits 100 Gbit/s and is then split into two 50 Gbit/s signals, then at a propagation
time per kilometer of about 5 ms, the buffer must be able to store 250 kbit for each kilometer of path length difference.
Accordingly, with the buffer size of 12.5 Mbit, a typical path length difference of 50 km can be compensated for. The
buffers embedded in the electrical domain can be used for re-synchronizing data streams in order to form a single output
signal. In the transponder 28 shown in Fig. 6, buffers 38 are provided both on the transmitter side and on the receive
side. However, in simple embodiments, it would be possible to provide the buffers 38 on only one of the transmit and
receive side only.

(continued)

Output port 1 Output port 2 Output port 3 Output port 4 Output port 5

Input port 4 λ4 λ5 λ1 λ2 λ3

Input port 5 λ5 λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4
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[0071] While in the embodiment shown in Fig. 3 and 4 the transmitting arrangement 10 and receiving arrangement
20 contain the corresponding redirecting device 14, 24, such as a corresponding cyclic filter, this is not mandatory for
practicing the invention. Namely, instead of providing such redirecting devices 14, 24 in the transmitting and receiving
arrangements 10, 20, or on a corresponding transponder card, it is possible to carry out the combination of carriers for
forming the super channels and redirecting of part of the data stream outside the transmitting and receiving arrangements
10, 20, using e.g. wavelength selective switches (WSS) 40, as schematically shown in Fig. 7.
[0072] The term "wavelength selective switch" is used in a broad sense here and comprises all kind of configurable
routing devices that are designed for directing an incoming lightwave to one out of at least two output ports independent
of other lightwaves entering the device at the same port but having different wavelength. Thus, the term is not limiting
with respect to the used technology.
[0073] Modern transponders make use of coherent detection. Thus, the sub-channel detected by the receiver can be
selected from the entire super-channel signal by tuning the local oscillator. This features is known in the art under the
term of "coherent channel selection" and allows to use a simple splitter instead of the cyclic filter 24 in the receiving
arrangement 20.
[0074] Finally, Fig. 8 shows a performance-time diagram for illustrating a method for proactive reconfiguration of the
transmission according to an embodiment of the invention. In Fig. 8, two carriers or "sub-channels" of the super channel,
namely an edge carrier and an inner carrier, are considered. Performance of the carriers is monitored continuously,
wherein the measurement data are represented by black and white dots. On the left side of the time axis, the performance
of both carriers degrades over time due to changes on the working path. As is seen in the diagram, the performance of
the edge carrier is always worse than that of the inner carrier, because it is more exposed to filtering effects. Furthermore,
the expected (extrapolated) performance at a time instant later by a time ΔT required for communication and rerouting
to the restoration path is calculated continuously. At time To, the expected performance of the edge carrier at time T0+ΔT
drops below a threshold indicating the required performance. At this time, the edge carrier is switched to the restoration
path, whereas the inner carrier having a higher performance is still transmitted as part of the super channel on the
working path and is further monitored. The further evolution of the performance of the inner carrier represented by white
dots is used to obtain an estimate of the theoretical performance of the edge carrier if it were transmitted on the working
path. The required information on the correlation of the performance of the two carriers is derived from the behaviour
observed before time T0.
[0075] As is seen in Fig. 8, at some time after T0, the performance observed for the inner carrier of the super channel
on the working path is improving again, for example because some transient disturbance seizes to exist, or due to
completion of maintenance work. At time T1, the performance predicted for the edge carrier indicates that error-free data
transmission of the edge carrier over the working path is possible, and the edge channel is switched back to the working
path.
[0076] The function of a performance monitoring unit 42, 42’ is detailed in the following by referring to the optical
network shown Fig. 9. The embodiment shows a typical configuration of optical networks wherein data is transmitted
bidirectionally by using fiber pairs. Via the working path 16, data is transmitted from a transponder 10 to a transponder
10’ and vice versa. In the example shown, two separate fibers are used. However, using a single fiber for transmitting
lightwaves in both directions would also be possible. Furthermore, different cores of a multicore fiber or different modes
of a few-mode fiber could be used. Both transponders comprise a transmitting part comprising transmitters 12a to 12d,
12a’ to 12d’ and a receiving part comprising receivers 22a to 22d, 22a’ to 22d’. Furthermore, cyclic filters 14, 24, 14’
and 24’ are embedded in the respective transponder card for switching the data signals from the working path 16 to the
restoration path 18. The function of these elements has already been described with reference to the previous figures
and shall not be repeated again. Furthermore, the receivers 22a to 22d are connected to the performance monitoring
unit 42 receiving performance related information from the receivers 22a to 22d and analysing them. Based on the result
of this analysis, the performance monitoring unit 42 may initiate rerouting as for example described with reference to
Fig. 5. A similar monitoring unit 42’ is provided in the transponder 10’.
[0077] In case performance degradation is detected and there is a need for switching at least part of the traffic from
the working path to the protection path, the transmitters on the opposite side of the optical link need to be instructed to
change wavelength. Different solutions are known for this kind of information exchange. For example, if the performance
monitoring unit 42 detects some performance degradation for the data transmission from transponder 10’ to transponder
10, this information can be transmitted to the transmitters 12a’ to 12d’ via an in-band communication channel such as
the general communication channel GCC0 of a sub-channel transmitted from transponder 10 to transponders 10’. Most
optical communication systems also provide an optical supervisory channel (OSC) that can be used for exchanging
information between network elements and their cards. In addition, both transponders are connected to a telecommu-
nications network management system (TNMS) 44. Since timing requirements are less strict when switching from a
working path to a restoration path due to performance degration as compared to a complete traffic interruption, config-
uration data can also be exchanged via the TNMS 44. Furthermore, the connection to the TNMS 44 can also be used
to make the restoration path available, for example by configuring some intermediate nodes such as photonic cross-
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connects comprising WSSes. Eventually, the changed wavelength information also needs to be communicated to the
receiver. For example, when using coherent detection the wavelength of the local oscillator that is mixed with the received
signal in order to generate an electrical signal carrying the transmitted information needs to be adapted.
[0078] Monitoring the performance of the data signals received by the receivers 22a to 22d is the key task of the
performance monitoring unit 42. However, this unit can assume further tasks such as taking the decision to switch
channels (at least partly) from the working path 16 to the restoration path 18. However, in alternative embodiments,
these additional tasks can also be assumed by the controller of the respective network element or the TNMS 44.
Furthermore, the performance monitoring unit does not need to be integrated in the transponder card. It is also possible
to provide this functionality by a separate card.
[0079] In the embodiment described above, the transponder determines the used optical path (working path or pro-
tection path) by setting the wavelengths of the transponders. However, the optical path might also be selected by means
of WSSes, as already explained with reference to Fig. 7. Fig. 10 shows a related setup comprising the performance
monitoring units 42 and 42’ as well as the TNMS 44. In this example, the TNMS 44 receives performance data from the
performance monitoring units 42 and 42’ and instructs the WSSes accordingly. If the transponder forms part of the same
optical network element as the WSS determining the optical path (transponder 10 and WSSes 40, transponder 10’ and
WSSes 10’), it is also possible to provice communication between the transponders and the WSSes via communication
channels that are internal to the optical network elements.
[0080] Although preferred exemplary embodiments are shown and specified in detail in the drawings and the preceding
specification, these should be viewed as purely exemplary and not as limiting the invention. It is noted in this regard that
only the preferred exemplary embodiments are shown and specified, and all variations and modifications should be
protected that presently or in the future lie within the scope of protection of the invention as defined in the claims.

Claims

1. A method of transmitting a data stream from a first location to a second location through an optical network, comprising
the following steps:

• Transmitting said data stream from said first location to said second location along a working path (16) estab-
lished in said optical network, wherein said data stream is transmitted in the form of a super channel comprising
a number of n wavelengths within a predefined reserved wavelength range,
• Monitoring the performance of the transmission based on the super channel signal received at said second
location, and
in case the performance is observed to drop below a predetermined performance threshold, unburdening the
super channel from a part of said data stream while maintaining the reserved wavelength range for said super
channel, by

- redirecting said part of the data stream for transmittal along at least one restoration path (18) connecting
said first and second locations, said at least one restoration path being different from said working path, and
- transmitting the remainder of said data stream within the super channel on a number of wavelengths that
is less than n, and/or with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the wavelengths in said super
channel.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said part of the redirected data stream is chosen such that the performance of the
transmission of the remainder of said data stream within the super channel exceeds said predetermined performance
threshold.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, further comprising a step of additionally monitoring the performance of the transmission
of the redirected part of the data stream via said at least one restoration path (18), and dynamically adjusting the
share of the redirected data stream and of the remainder of the data stream based on the two monitored performances.

4. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein said redirected part of the data stream is transmitted along said
at least one restoration path (18) with a reduced transmission rate per wavelength as compared to the transmission
rate of the working path.

5. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the remainder of the datastream is transmitted within the super
channel on the working path (16) on a sub-set of the original n wavelengths, wherein in said subset,
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- one or both of the largest and smallest among the n original wavelengths is missing and/or
- wavelengths are missing which were mutually non-adjacent in the original set of n wavelengths, and/or

wherein said redirected part of the data stream is transmitted along said at least one restoration path (18) in the
form of a super channel as well.

6. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein said performance is monitored by analyzing one or more
performance indicators, wherein said performance indicators preferably comprise one or more of high error rate
contributors (HERC), signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), power spectral density (PSD), pre-forward-error-correction (FEC)
bit error rate, post-FEC bit error rate, rate of corrected symbols, peak-to-average ratio, and error vector magnitude
(EVM), and/or
wherein said predetermined performance threshold is chosen according to a service level agreement, and/or
wherein said data stream is a predefined amount of data traffic under a service level agreement.

7. The method of one of the preceding claims, wherein said redirecting of said part of said data stream is carried out
by using wavelength selective switches (40), and/or wherein said redirecting of said part of said data stream is
carried out by means of a cyclic filter (14, 24) in combination with a suitable control of the transmitted wavelengths.

8. The method of one of the preceding claims, further comprising a step of buffering one of said redirected part of the
data stream and said remainder of the data stream, such as to compensate for a difference in optical path lengths
of said working path (16) and said redirection path (18), and/or
wherein said step of reducing the transmission rate for a given wavelength in said super channel comprises changing
the modulation format and/or the symbol rate of the corresponding optical signal, and/or
wherein the method further comprises a step of establishing said at least one restoration path (18) in response to
the monitored performance being observed to approach said predetermined performance threshold.

9. A performance monitoring unit (42) for monitoring and controlling the transmission of a data stream in the form of
a super channel from a first location to a second location through an optical network, wherein the super channel
comprises a number of n wavelengths within a predefined reserved wavelength range, and wherein the performance
monitoring unit is configured for:

monitoring the performance of a transmission of the data stream from said first location to said second location
along a working path (16) established in said optical network based on the super channel signal received at
said second location; and
in case the performance is observed to drop below a predetermined performance threshold, unburdening the
super channel from a part of said data stream while maintaining the reserved wavelength range for said super
channel, by controlling components within said optical network for:

- redirecting said part of the data stream for transmittal along at least one restoration path (18) connecting
said first and second locations, said at least one restoration path (18) being different from said working path
(16), and
- transmitting the remainder of said data stream within the super channel on a number of wavelengths that
is less than n, and/or with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the wavelengths in said super
channel.

10. The performance monitoring unit (42) of claim 9, further configured for controlling components within said optical
network for redirecting said part of the redirected data stream such that the performance of the transmission of the
remainder of said data stream within the super channel exceeds said predetermined threshold, and/or
further configured for additionally monitoring the performance of the transmission of the remainder of the redirected
part of the data stream via said at least one restoration path (18), and for controlling components within said optical
network for dynamically adjusting the share of the redirected data stream and of the remainder of the data stream
based on the two monitored performances, and/or
further configured for controlling components within said optical network for transmitting said redirected part of the
data stream along said at least one restoration path (18) with a reduced transmission rate per wavelength as
compared to the transmission rate of the working path (16).

11. The performance monitoring unit (42) of any of claims 9 or 10, further configured for controlling components within
said optical network for transmitting said redirected part of the data stream along said at least one restoration path
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(18) in the form of a super channel as well, and/or
further configured for monitoring the performance by analyzing one or more performance indicators, wherein said
performance indicators preferably comprise one or more of high error rate contributors (HERC), signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR), power spectral density (PSD), pre-forward-error-correction (FEC) bit error rate, post-FEC bit error rate,
rate of corrected symbols, peak-to-average ratio, and error vector magnitude (EVM), and/or
further configured for establishing said at least one restoration path (18) in response to the performance being
observed to approach said predetermined performance threshold, and/or
further configured for calculating a prediction for the performance or one or more performance indicators expected
at a future time, distant from a present time by at least the time required to carry out said step of unburdening the
super channel.

12. A transmitting arrangement (10) for transmitting a data stream in the form of a super channel from a first location
to a second location through an optical network along a working path (16), and optionally along at least one restoration
path (18), wherein the working path (16) and the at least one restoration path (18) connect said first and second
locations, the at least one restoration path (18) being different from the working path (16), wherein the super channel
comprises a number of n wavelengths within a predefined reserved wavelength range, and wherein the transmitting
arrangement comprises:

at least n light sources (12a - 12e) configured to emit the n wavelengths constituting the carriers of said super
channel;
one or more modulators for modulating said carrier with data such as to generate optical data signals; and
a redirecting device (14, 40) configured for:

redirecting part of said optical data signal for transmittal along the at least one restoration path (18), and
transmitting the remainder of the optical data signal along the working path (16),

wherein said transmitting arrangement (10) is further configured for transmitting said remainder of the optical data
signal within the super channel on a number of wavelength that is less than n, and/or with a reduced transmission
rate for at least some of the wavelengths in said super channel.

13. The transmitting arrangement (10) of claim 12, wherein the redirecting device comprises a cyclic filter (14), and/or
wherein the redirecting device comprises a wavelength selective switch (WSS) (40), and/or
wherein each of the at least n light sources (12a - 12e) can emit light at each of the n wavelengths of the super channel.

14. The transmitting arrangement of any of claims 12 or 13, further comprising one or more additional light sources
(12e), wherein each additional light source (12e) can emit light at each of the n wavelengths of the super channel,
and/or
wherein the predefined reserved wavelength range has a width of between 0.8 and 5.0 nm, preferably between 0.8
nm and 3.2 nm, and/or
wherein the n wavelengths are spaced apart by a frequency difference of between 20 GHz and 100 GHz, preferably
between 30 GHz and 50 GHz, and/or
wherein each of the n wavelengths carry a portion of said data stream with a transmission rate between 40 Gbit/s
and 1 Tbit/s, preferably between 100 Gbit/s and 500 Gbit/s.

15. A receiving arrangement (20) configured for receiving a data stream from a transmitting arrangement of one of
claims 12 to 14, wherein said receiving arrangement is configured to selectively receive

- a datastream, from said transmitting arrangement, in the form of a super channel comprising a number of n
wavelengths within a predefined reserved wavelength range via a working path (16), or
- a redirected part of said data stream via at least one restoration path (18), and the remainder of said data
stream within the super channel via said working path (16), said remainder of said data stream being transmitted
on a number of wavelengths that is less than n and/or with a reduced transmission rate for at least some of the
wavelengths in said super channel,

wherein the receiving arrangement (20) further comprises at least one buffer (38) configured for buffering said
redirected part of said data stream and said remainder of said data stream, such as to compensate for a difference
in optical path lengths of said working path and said restoration path.
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